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\ Perhaps this adventure of Moscow into more beguiling
tactics is an acknowledgment on their part that the West was not to
be intimidated . It is to be hoped that it will boon be realized
also that we are not to be cajoled by words alone i

What we must still hope and work for, :iA a realization on
the pa^t of the Soviet leaders that words divorAed from deeds will
not do ; that while we are neither to be frightened nor lulled into
an abandonment of policy or principle, we are always prepared to
consider at the conference table or through the normal diplomatic
channels any legitimate and sincere proposal from them *hichmight
strengthen peace and security in the world .

It would be dangerous for the West not to be prepared for
deceit, but it would be stupid not to take advantage of every
reasonable opportunity for sincere negotiation. We cannot, even if
we wanted to, wipe out our memories of Soviet obstruction to tb o

,humanitarian work of economic assistance since the end of the war ;
nor of the U .S .S .R . t s more open and forceful activity in tbe Berlin
blockade ; nor of its expansion and the overthrow of liberty all over
Eas'-ern Europe . But though we have learned to be cautious, we must
never forget that the ultimate goal that we must continue to seek
must involve not only coexistence, but the constructive cooperation,
of all men .

Throughout the year, as- previously, the United Nations has
remained the basis of Canada-,s policy for seeking with other states
solutions to international problems, just as NATO has been th e
foundation of our policy for collective defence .

Apart from these larger ansoc-iationc, vie have had occasion
more than once during the year in Canada to appreciate the valu e
of our membership in the Commonwealth of Nations, an important part
of which is its role in facilitating clo2e and friendly relations
with new democracies in Asia .

We have also had cause during the year to be thankful for
the good neighbourhood between the United States and Canada, and for
the continuing closeness and friendliness of our relations wit h
France and the other free countries of Western Europe .

The year now ending has seen final solutions to very few
of the problems that we face . But in several of them it has taken
us forward, and kept open the road to further advances toward genuine
peace . It has seen at least the partial realization of some of the
plans and hopes of earlier years . These very achievements have, of
course, brought•with them new problems on which we must now set to
work in the hope that a few years hence we may look back without
reproaching aurselves for lost opportunities or lack of foresight .
In world affairs it is rarely possible to say that ari issue is
,5ettled and the books closed9 Diplomacy is a continuing process ;-~,ith the :,nd of one problem often becoming the beginning of another .
Our purpose should be to ensure that the pro :ess at least moves in
the right direction: I think that in 1954 we have on the whole
been doing that .

May 1955 bring to all of us real happiness, and may we
make during the next twelve months genuine and steady progreas
towards an assured peace on earth to all men of goodwill .


